HISTORICAL PERIODICALS

Primary source material includes archival issues that were previously available only as fragile and often incomplete originals at the handful of far-flung libraries that held such copies. But now, crisp digitization facilitates comprehensive searches in seconds, allowing students and scholars access to all content from within the publications – cover to cover, including advertisements and images – in high resolution and full color.

Education Magazine Archive
This first-of-its-kind collection provides unique primary source insights into the history of education, disclosing contemporary debates around professional practice, priorities, values and controversies during this period. Education Magazine Archive will comprise 26 publications. Every title has a deep backfile, with the earliest content dating from 1910.

Religious Magazine Archive
With content spanning almost two centuries and a range of denominations, this collection sheds light on topics such as the influence of belief systems on public life, the history of popular religious movements, the means used by religious groups to gain adherents, and much more.

The Harper’s Bazaar Archive
Now with Harper’s Bazaar – UK Edition! This edition complements the coverage of the U.S. publication by offering a special focus on the London and Paris fashion scenes with reporting on social life and British society. Exceptional literary content is a key component of this title, with original works of fiction by Somerset Maugham, Nancy Mitford, Gertrude Stein and others.

DIGITIZED NEWSPAPERS

ProQuest Digitized Newspapers - Historical Newspapers
ProQuest Digitized Newspapers - Recent Newspapers

HISTORICAL NEWSPAPERS
An unparalleled digital archive of the most sought-after newspapers, Historical Newspapers is an ideal starting point for research. Full-image full-runs of more than 50 key titles provide critical content spanning more than two centuries of context, breadth and depth for any level of scholarship.

New additions include:

Tampa Bay Times (1886-2009) - Coming Soon!
Winner of 12 Pulitzer Prizes, this is known as Florida’s most read newspaper and the most progressive newspaper of the region. Once owned by the Poynter family, it is best known for Nelson Poynter’s four decades of leadership and known as the St. Petersburg Times until 2012, when it became the Tampa Bay Times.

The Korea Times (1956-2016)
The oldest and most influential English-language newspaper in South Korea, The Korea Times is known for its coverage of international business, economic and financial news as well as arts, culture and opinion sections offering in-depth perspectives of South Korea.

Communist Newspapers (1917-2013)
Mostly published by the Communist Party USA (CPUSA), these newspapers provide a truly unique perspective on workers’ rights, communist party activities, social issues and politics throughout the 20th century.
NEW! RECENT NEWSPAPERS
ProQuest Digitized Newspapers – Recent Newspapers is a new digital archive that offers full-page images of recent editions of essential and most-requested newspaper titles.

Recent Newspapers titles are available individually or in regional collections. For titles in the program, coverage begins in the late 2000s and goes up through the most recent issue with a three-month embargo. The Recent Newspapers content is hosted on the ProQuest platform, and is fully searchable at the page level and cross-searchable with all other products on the ProQuest platform. Recent Newspapers will grow to include more than 50 newspaper titles in 2018 and will continue to expand.

The following full-image Recent Newspapers titles are available now, each with a three-month embargo:

- The New York Times (2008-Recent)
- The Wall Street Journal (2008-Recent)
- The Washington Post (2008-Recent)
- American Banker (2008-Recent)
- Barron’s (2008-Recent)
- The Boston Globe (2008-Recent)
- Philadelphia Inquirer (2010-Recent)
- USA Today (2009-recent)

Together with Historical Newspapers and Contemporary News products, Recent Newspapers delivers complete news coverage, giving researchers breadth, depth, content, and context all in one place.

HISTORY VAULT
These important archival collections document the most studied topics in 18th- through 20th-century American history. A virtual anthology of primary sources, History Vault enables exploration of the triggers of cultural, social and political change in America from the Revolution to the last years of the 20th century.

Students for a Democratic Society, Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and the Anti-Vietnam War Movement
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) emphasized participatory democracy, community building and creating a political movement of impoverished people. SDS became involved in the anti-war movement before splintering and disbanding in the 1970s. Vietnam Veterans Against the War (VVAW) organized major protests, which catapulted VVAW to a position of leadership within the antiwar movement. This module also contains documents of 10 other anti-Vietnam War organizations.

Records of the Children's Bureau, 1912-1969
Correspondence, research reports, radio scripts, brochures, bills and laws, court hearings and speeches represent the largest collection of primary material for the study of the family and the health and well-being of children in the 20th century.

Labor Unions in the U.S., 1862-1974: Knights of Labor, AFL, CIO, and AFL-CIO
Primary sources include correspondence, records and reports related to political developments, antitrust laws, pensions, mass organizing, nationwide strikes, bitter ideological and political conflict and more, spanning nearly 100 years of union activity.

Margaret Sanger Papers - Coming Soon!
A premier resource for examining changing attitudes towards women's roles and sexuality over time. Coverage spans the birth control movement, including the movement's changing ideologies, its campaign for legitimacy, and its internal conflicts and organizational growth.

Progressive Era: Robert M. La Follette Papers - Coming Soon!
Congressman, Governor, and United States Senator Robert Marion La Follette is one of the pivotal figures of the Progressive Movement of the early 20th century. La Follette's papers focus on his fight to reform corruption and injustice in Wisconsin's political system, correspondence with Andrew Carnegie, William McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt and other major figures of the Progressive Era.

World War I: British Foreign Office Political Correspondence - Coming Soon!
Records from military attaché and diplomatic and consular personnel describe the political situation in European countries at the outbreak of the war. They cover the financial position of the warring countries and examine the technological innovations of World War I, particularly in air and naval warfare. This formerly confidential correspondence also includes a wide range of other wartime issues.
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

PROQUEST INSIGHT PRODUCTS
These select collections of U.S. government documents support research, teaching and learning using current and historic publications of the legislative, judicial and executive branches. Primary sources curated by ProQuest's professional research staff are accessible through a dynamic workspace that simplifies discovery. The collections are interoperable, helping students understand government processes as a law is enacted, rules are applied and court challenges alter the American legal environment and impact lives.

New resources include:

Supreme Court Insight – Certiorari Denied
Pair with Supreme Court Insight so users can compare and contrast the cases heard versus those that were not. Certiorari Denied includes subject indexing, court of origin tagging, and other functionality available on Supreme Court Insight. Researchers who have access will also be able to connect to Legislative and Regulatory Insight, providing a full picture of the legislative and judicial processes and the linkages between them.

EXECUTIVE BRANCH DOCUMENTS
Collection 3 (1940-1942)
This collection focuses on the mobilization and ramping up to full wartime organization and production, with changes to the structure of farm and factory labor. The Federal Government experienced significant growth during these years with the creation of many more agencies — such as the Censorship Office, the Economic Warfare Board and the War Information Office. 1939-1942 saw a five-fold increase in household income as women began to enter the workforce.

Collection 4 (1943-1945)
Spanning an estimated 38,000 documents and 2 million pages, this collection is focused on war production and post-war planning during the FDR Administration. Coverage includes topics such as women in the workforce, propaganda and public information, rationing, race relations and more.

Collection 5 (1946-1948)
Content covers the 1946-1948 timeframe which included the postwar readjustment of former members of the armed forces and interned Japanese Americans, the Marshall Plan, the National Security Act of 1947, the Truman Doctrine, the occupation of Germany, the creation of the Atomic Energy Commission and many other topics.

PUBLIC PETITIONS TO PARLIAMENT, 1833-1918
This archive encompasses every public petition submitted and accepted by Parliament from 1833 through 1918. Researchers can find these materials from Reports of the Select Committee on Public Petitions by place of origin, number of signatures, petition sponsor name and much more. Beyond the larger dynamic of Popular Constitutionalism, researchers can dive deep on religious issues, the expansion of the franchise, crime and criminals, colonies, taxation, education and many other issues of interest and importance to Britain.

DIGITAL NATIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVES (DNSA)
ProQuest teams with the National Security Archive at George Washington University to preserve and widen access to important declassified U.S. government documents and advance research in contemporary history, politics and international relations. Now topping more than 800,000 pages, DNSA delivers crisply digitized and curated content in 50 topic-based collections, each curated by subject-area scholars.

New modules include:

This collection opens a new dimension into the contentious relationship between Washington and Havana via rare documents that chronicle nearly 60 years of secret talk – from the Eisenhower era to Obama’s back-channel dialogue that led to a U.S. policy of Cuban engagement.

CIA Covert Operations III: From Kennedy to Nixon, 1961-1974 - Coming Soon!
Curated by Pulitzer-nominated author John Prados, this collection takes the story from the epic disaster of the Bay of Pigs through a series of little-known or under-explored covert activities in Cuba (including the Mongoose operation, which is documented in rich detail), British Guiana, Bolivia, Indonesia, the Dominican Republic, Iraq (the Kurds) and more.
EARLY EUROPEAN BOOKS

Early European Books bring online 250 years of insights into pre-18th-century Europe. As a continually growing series, Early European Books is a comprehensive survey of printing in Europe to 1700. The subject matter spans the depth and breadth of the Renaissance era, with scholarly editions and translations covering science, literature, history, theology, customs, geography and much more.

New collections include:

Early European Books Collection 12
A new selection of titles from the Bibliotheque national de France in Paris on history and governance, drawn from works published across France. Collection 12 also reaches beyond France's borders, covering classical times, histories of Europe, of the Middle East and accounts of the New World, as well as studies in military history, antiquities and numismatics.

VISUAL HISTORY ARCHIVE

This remarkable streaming video collection delivers 55,000 testimonies of survivors and witnesses of the Holocaust and other crimes against humanity, including the Armenian, Cambodian, Guatemalan, and Rwandan genocides as well as the Nanjing Massacre. The largest digital collection of its kind in the world, Visual History Archive contains interviews conducted throughout 62 countries and in 40 languages, providing an unedited, personal narrative of life before, during and after the interviewees’ experience with genocide. Roughly 65,000 keywords make it easy for researchers to surface specific segments and then save and share content.

The video archive also contains over 719,000 images, 1.9 million names, 2,500 recitations of literary works and 2,100 musical recitals. Spanning 116,000 total hours of film, Visual History Archive provides researchers with multiple pathways to learn across time, locations, cultures and sociopolitical circumstances.

TWENTIETH CENTURY RELIGIOUS THOUGHT LIBRARY

The largest, most comprehensive resource for the study of 20th century religious thinkers, covering 200 leading authors, offering scholarly and curated selections of foundational writings, contextual monographs, and archival content to scholars of interfaith studies. Emphasis is placed on Christianity, Islam and Judaism, with new content on Buddhism, Hinduism and Taoism coming in 2018. At completion, the Library will comprise more than 400,000 pages, 900 monographs and 10,000 archival items.

Announcing Data Visualization in Early European Books - Coming Soon!
By enlisting the help of Early Modernist historians and the cataloguers at St. Andrews University in Scotland, the Universal Short Title Catalog (USTC), ProQuest has standardized the place of publication, enabling researchers to place works on a historically accurate map of Europe.

Early European Books Collection 13 - Coming Soon!
Explore a vast selection of works around literature, drama, poetry and education. The content in this collection varies from theatrical and literary pieces from the classical period to writings in the early modern period in Europe. Also includes detailed guides on adages, aphorisms, emblem books, jests and proverbs, items on the study of linguistics and philology to children’s educational books.
MUSIC AND DANCE ONLINE

Elevate music analysis to a new level by offering video, audio, reference, scores and periodicals together on one cross-searchable platform. The comprehensive collection currently includes over 11 million audio tracks, 2,500 hours of video, 1.3 million pages of scores, 124,000 pages of reference material, and now, 200,000 pages of music periodicals.

WOMEN AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS LIBRARY

Essential for teaching or researching women’s studies, gender studies, history and sociology, the collection focuses on women’s public activism in the United States and globally, from 1600 to the present day. Created through collaboration with 150 leading historians in the field, the collection now contains nearly 400,000 pages of documents and more than 200 related scholarly essays interpreting these sources.

ETHNOGRAPHIC SOUND ARCHIVES ONLINE

This database brings together previously unpublished historic audio recordings and their supporting field materials, opening new paths for the study of music in its cultural context. The collection encompasses 2,000 hours of audio recordings from field expeditions around the world, particularly from the 1960s through the 1980s — the dawn of ethnomusicology as a codified discipline.

ANTHROPOLOGY RESOURCE LIBRARY

For the first time ever, researchers can access the original field notes, recordings, films, and published ethnographies from the most important anthropologists of the 20th and 21st centuries. Students will gain further understanding of field-research methods and see how famous ethnographers’ early ideas developed into the published theories we study and teach today.

LITERATURE ONLINE PREMIUM

An award-winning, growing resource for all aspects of literary research and teaching, Literature Online Premium lets students and researchers use their time more effectively to analyze texts, appreciate context and gain focus on their point of view.

The depth and quality of the material, from Beowulf to Pulitzer and Nobel winners, ensures that students and teachers can cover every topic with confidence.

Now available – new ways to enhance your Literature Online subscription:

- **Black Writing Collection**
  The world’s most inclusive library of black literature. Featuring over 70,000 poems, plays, prose works, and ephemera by over 4,000 authors from 50+ countries, these works represent the most important black writers of all time — from the most renowned as well as the most forgotten (though no less important) voices.

  Available on the Literature Online platform for the first time, the collection features over 3,000 works of rare, out of print and in demand literature covering every facet of the African, Caribbean, and African Diasporic experience from the 18th century to the present day.

- **World Literature Collection**
  Literary study is not limited to the study of English literature, or literature in English alone. Access more than 70,000 texts by authors from Germany to Jamaica, and from Venezuela to Vietnam — that build upon 1,000 years of established Anglophone literary tradition with works in Spanish, French, Dutch and Papiamento, to name a few.

THEATRE AND DRAMA PREMIUM

Everything libraries need to bring the spectacle of theatre and drama to students and scholars, covering all areas of theatrical study, from center stage to behind the scenes, including:

- 13,500 full-text plays and drama texts from established and emerging playwrights
- 150,000 pages of designs, reference materials and ephemera
- 750 hours of filmed stage performances documentaries, and training videos
- 300 audio plays from The L.A. Theatre Works Collection
THE DOCUSEEK2 COMPLETE COLLECTION™: SECOND EDITION

This collection of exclusive documentaries will include 1,800 titles when complete in 2020. This rich selection of issues-based documentary film comes from leading film producers and distributors including Bullfrog Films, Icarus Films, the BBC, the National Film Board of Canada, CBC, Television Trust for the Environment, MediaStorm, Terra Nova Films, KimStim, and Scorpion TV and other independent filmmakers from around the world. The collection focuses on environmental studies and sciences, sociology, anthropology, global studies, area studies, women's studies, history, political science, criminal justice, health, psychology, the arts and more. Subscription or perpetual purchase available.

THE BROADWAYHD® COLLECTION

Award-winning writers, directors and actors become partners in theatre, drama, dance, music and even literature studies. Upon completion, this collection, available worldwide only from Alexander Street, will include 25 premium performances of plays and musicals from the New York theatre scene. Subscription or perpetual purchase available.

BUSINESS PREMIUM COLLECTION 2018

Now includes J. P. Morgan Research

J.P. Morgan Research allows business students to perform in-depth company and industry research through the most highly regarded analysis available. Through this collection, students can access all of J.P. Morgan’s analyst and economics reports from 2011 forward, covering over 3,000 global companies across all industries with just a seven day embargo.

What else is new:

- The ongoing full text of over 80 scholarly journals added including Enterprise & Society (Cambridge University Press), Economic Policy (Oxford University Press), and International Journal of Sports Marketing & Sponsorship (Emerald Group Publishing)
- Key newspapers including Les Echos, The Australian Financial Review and The Economic Times (India)
- Over 400 detailed reports from Plunkett Research providing granular coverage of industries ranging from amusement parks to wine, or batteries to vitamins
- In-depth research from Barnes Reports covering hundreds of industry sectors globally
- Double the number of BMI Research Reports now including the entire portfolio of 2,000 reports covering all available countries and industries
ProQuest is expanding the richness of our award-winning STM databases, supporting researchers with the most diverse, authoritative content.

More Highly Cited Full-Text Journals

ProQuest health and medical databases include access to the most influential peer-reviewed medical and nursing journals in the world from publishers such as:

- **NEJM Group**: Includes *The New England Journal of Medicine*, the highest ranked research journal in the world by impact factor, plus summaries of important clinical research findings and insightful commentary from all 12 NEJM Journal Watch titles.

- **BMJ/RCNi**: Featuring *The BMJ*, the fourth highest ranking general medical journal, and *Nursing Standard*, one of the world’s most influential peer-reviewed nursing journals. Plus, 62 more BMJ and RCNi titles publishing the latest peer-reviewed clinical and original research findings.

- **Elsevier**: *The Lancet, Trends in Immunology* and 66 other titles from the world’s leading publisher in medicine and healthcare.


- **Gray literature, including dissertations**: According to a recent issue of the *Journal of the Medical Library Association*, “Gray literature...is an essential source for emerging approaches to new medical interventions.” Yet dissertations, like other forms of gray literature, can be difficult to find, especially in full text. ProQuest includes over 80,000 full-text dissertations in its databases, many of which are not available in full text from any other source.

Compare ProQuest health and medical databases and find the right one for your library at: http://go.proquest.com/PQHealthandMedical

**NURSING EDUCATION IN VIDEO: SECOND EDITION**

An up-to-date collection of demonstration-based nurse training videos from Medcom are now available. Fully compliant with federal regulations from agencies such as OSHA and CMS, these videos are fully accredited by the American Nurses Credentialing Center — the gold standard for nursing content accreditation. Fifty new and revised titles added annually to maintain currency. Subscription or perpetual purchase available.
COUNSELING AND THERAPY IN VIDEO: LIBRARY

Provide an invaluable firsthand look at the realities of working with clients and the challenges associated with putting theoretical concepts into practice. This series contains more than 2,400 hours of footage from actual therapy sessions, training videos, and reenactments conducted by renowned counseling professionals. The Library includes:

Counseling & Therapy in Video: Classic
Foundational videos from 1985-2010 cover recent history of practices.

500+ hours of video demonstrate the realities of working with clients, as well as the challenges of putting theoretical concepts into practice. The collection features world-renowned therapists such as Albert Ellis, Violet Oaklander, Derald Wing Sue and John Norcross demonstrating their methods and techniques. Students and faculty will also find documentaries on the human condition, which help with training in skills such as reflection and empathy.

Counseling & Therapy in Video: Volume III
Films about the founders of theory and the progression of practices today.

Learn about theoretical models of counseling and psychotherapy as developed by the “giants” in the field, and explore its evolution into emerging areas such as social media, veterans, cyberbullying, mindfulness and neuroscience, all the while examining new techniques and research-informed practice.

Counseling & Therapy in Video: Volume IV
This multimedia volume addresses new population groups, contemporary approaches and issues.

Explore prevalent issues in counseling, such as the rise in cases involving underserved populations, racial trauma victims and veterans suffering from PTSD, as well as the compassion fatigue experienced by counselors themselves. This content is aligned with the CACREP eight common core areas, and introduces the DSM-5® and ICD-10. It also addresses topics such as psychopharmacology, neuroscience, LGBTQ, and research methods for courses in counseling, social work, or psychology. Includes 300 hours of video, 90% created since 2012, 400 transcripts from real therapy sessions, 1,200 hours of expert-led workshops and 45,000 pages of ebooks and periodicals.

Counseling & Therapy in Video: Volume V, The Symptom Media Collection
Comprehensive DSM-5® / ICD-10 coverage has built-in assessments to assess comprehension.

Help students better recognize mental health disorders and provide accurate diagnoses via 400+ streaming mental health videos aligned to DSM-5®/ICD-10 content. The films in this vast collection range from 30 seconds to 15 minutes and are easily integrated into courses and lectures, used for homework assignments, or for sparking class discussion. Assessment options are also available.

*Volumes may be purchased or subscribed to individually or all together in The Library for a cost savings.

THE COMPLETE COUNSELING & THERAPY PACKAGE

A subscription only product, The Complete Counseling & Therapy Package offers the most comprehensive database focused on mental health understanding, assessment and treatment. The Complete Package includes all the content listed in the “Library” in addition to two new collections - Social Work Online and Nursing and Mental Health in Video. Also included are Psychotherapy Transcripts: Volumes I and II.
EBOOK CENTRAL

ProQuest’s innovative Ebook Central® platform enables researchers to discover, evaluate and access content, while streamlining librarian workflows via the robust acquisition and administration portal.

New enhancements to Ebook Central’s book detail page, designed to increase usability, ensure users are connected to the exact content that is important to their research or coursework – at both the chapter and subchapter level – then access it online or download it for later use. In addition, log-in and account creation improvements enable users to more easily take advantage of features and functions that:

- **Provide a simple, effortless research experience** where at-a-glance information is immediately available helping to inform research decisions at the book and chapter level.
- **Maximize access to content** by providing clear table of contents-level prompts for reading online or DRM-free downloading – plus chapters with file names that reflect the chapter title.
- **Save time with intuitive features** from a simplified log-in process to informational dialog boxes that provide helpful hints.

Available now! Ebook Central’s accessibility compliance ensures we empower all researchers by providing equal access to the interface and content regardless of disabilities.

Certified for use with major screen readers (JAWS and VoiceOver), Ebook Central is designed to adhere to official accessibility standards and guidelines, including:

- Section 508 of the US Rehabilitation Act
- Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0, Level AA

These features are easy for users to access – they just turn on accessibility mode using their screen reader with no librarian or tech support needed!

ACCESS-TO-OWN

Access-to-Own (ATO), available exclusively on Ebook Central, is a usage-based acquisition model that helps libraries offer a diverse selection of ebooks while investing in owned content that delivers better ROI, plus:

- **Increased availability of frontlist content** with over 30,000 titles embargoed from short-term loan and over 370,000 titles in total.
- **Greater affordability** because costs are only incurred on loans, and loan fees are applied to the price of the book.

Use ATO in combination with subscriptions, perpetual access collections and existing DDA programs to offer a remarkable range of high-demand titles – and tailor your collection according to your library’s specific demands. Libraries can participate through ProQuest or DDA programs via key partners, including OASIS.

Build your foundational content with Academic Complete, a comprehensive collection of scholarly ebooks from leading publishers. Learn more on the back cover.
SAFARI: O’REILLY’S LEARNING PLATFORM FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

The new Safari platform – exclusively available through ProQuest – is a comprehensive repository of business and technology resources that help prepare students for today’s technology-dependent workforce. And it enables library collections to offer up-to-date, relevant materials for rapidly evolving areas of study. With Safari, libraries can provide students with the same resources used by more than 1.8 million users at over 4,000 businesses and government institutions worldwide.

Key benefits:

- **NEW!** Unlimited user and unlimited content access model
- **NEW!** Exclusive O’Reilly-produced content from world-renowned innovators and corporate leaders
- **NEW!** Modern interface with mobile access, downloading and personalization
- Content from more than 250 of the world’s best publishers
- Content to match emerging career trends like Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and Gaming
- Multi-format delivery from a single platform

**See the insert for additional updates to ProQuest’s leading ebook subscriptions.**

OASIS

OASIS (Online Acquisitions and Selection Information System) is ProQuest’s free web-based system for searching, selecting, and ordering print and electronic books for academic libraries. Since acquiring OASIS in 2015, we have invested in enhancing the OASIS platform to streamline workflow and provide additional content.

Here are some of the recent additions to OASIS:

**NEW: 8 Publisher and Partner Ebook Platforms Now Available in OASIS**

Our goal is to enrich our customers’ options by making our OASIS platform a gateway to books from any platform or publisher. In addition to millions of print books, OASIS users now have access to over 1.5 million ebooks and a range of ebook platforms to select from — aggregator platforms such as Ebook Central, EBSCO (select regions), and a growing list of publisher and partner platforms:

- UPSO from Oxford University Press
- InfoSci from IGI Global
- Wiley Online Library from Wiley
- T&F eBooks from Taylor & Francis
- World Scientific
- De Gruyter
- R2Digital from Rittenhouse
- Karger platform from Karger Publishers

**NEW: Enhanced Alma/OASIS Ordering API Integration**

Ex Libris and ProQuest have enhanced the integration between Alma and OASIS for better, faster and automatic transfer of order information between OASIS and Alma. The Alma-OASIS Ordering API is provided to libraries at no cost. Its benefits to libraries include:

- Faster, near real-time insertion of order data into Alma: With API integration, library staff and students can see what is on order much faster in Alma
- Streamlined book workflows: The API allows order information to flow from OASIS to Alma without using a slower FTP data transfer method
- Improved staff productivity: The API saves staff time with automated transfer of information
- Ensures data accuracy: Reduces order duplication

**NEW: Alexander Street DVDs Now Available in OASIS**

More than 10,000 DVDs from Alexander Street’s curated, discipline-focused, primary-source collections, websites and streaming media for learning and research can now be searched and selected via OASIS.
NEW: Streamlined Workflows and Enhanced User Interface

Flexible Library Holdings
A library holdings profile in OASIS is intended to mark titles as owned in OASIS. In 2017, this feature was improved for greater flexibility. Holdings profiles in OASIS are now configurable by different book formats: print and electronic. Multiple holdings profiles are allowed and each holdings profile can de-duplicate against New Title Profiles.* This feature enhancement provides:

- More accuracy — holdings information is now available by print and electronic book formats
- More flexibility — users can now load holdings by format and de-duplicate against new title profiles as required

*Includes profiles for slip, book selection (approval) and DDA plans.

Improved DDA Add Feature
Now OASIS users can add titles that are already owned in print to their ebooks DDA profile. The feature:

- Provides more control of book profiles
- Reduces turn-aways when the print book is checked out by allowing the researcher to access the same title in ebook through DDA

Improved Format Wait Times
OASIS now allows users to determine the duration of their wait period for each format – print books (paper or hardback/cloth) or ebook platforms (aggregator and publisher).

- Previously, the clock would start over (with day 1) when a book became available in the next preferred format. With this improvement, the clock will no longer start over when next designated preference comes up. Options now include:
  - One wait period that will not restart when another format or platform becomes available
  - Two wait periods if users desire different wait times for formats

Print Books in North America: Greater Transparency on Print Title Statuses
With access to over 25 million print ISBNs in OASIS and a strategic partnership with INGRAM, world leader in print book distribution and print on demand services, ProQuest can fulfill 98% of print book orders for our library customers in North America. 97% of those orders are ready to ship in 14 days. We have now made it easier for users to order print books via OASIS by adding greater transparency to the estimated ship date for print book titles in our database. Previously, print titles in OASIS would show one of the following statuses:

- In Stock
- Not Yet Published
- OASIS Accepts Orders
- Out of Print

User feedback indicated a need for more detailed status information. Now all print book titles for shipment in North America will display one of the following statuses:

- In stock
- Not yet published
- Usually ships in 1-2 weeks* excluding cataloging and processing
- Usually ships in 2-3 weeks* excluding cataloging and processing
- Usually ships in 3-4 weeks* excluding cataloging and processing
- Usually ships in 4+ weeks
- OASIS accepts orders
- iFound ordering
- Not available

OASIS User Interface Enhancement
The selection and acquisition actions in OASIS are now more intuitive and faster. Bulk actions have been simplified with "Check Boxes" resulting in up to 50% fewer clicks to achieve completion. Clear labelling and pop-up feedback boxes guide users.

“We are more than excited to offer our complete range of e-books on ProQuest’s OASIS platform. This offering is an important step toward streamlining the ordering process and improving workflows for our library customers.”

Evelyn Elias, Director, Academic Library Sales at Taylor & Francis.
Ex Libris Academic Software: Library Management, Research, and Student Engagement

ALMA

Alma is a cloud-based library services platform that manages all resource types: electronic, print and digital. Alma consolidates processes such as acquisition, purchasing and digitization for improved library efficiency, freeing the library staff to drive new services and focus on new areas of value. Alma also supports evidence-based decision making via advanced analytics for optimizing the library’s collection to make the most of a tight budget.

NEW ENHANCEMENTS!

- UX – for improved operational efficiency and simplicity
- Mobile app – Now librarians can roam the floor and still work with Alma
- Linked data – Alma can enrich bibliographic records with well-known URIs
- Benchmark analytics – Libraries can now become more efficient by comparing themselves to peer institutions
- Digital resources – Full-blown Unified Digital Management solution with support for IR and Special Collections

SUMMON

Enable your patrons to uncover research resources through a simple, proven solution. Carefully designed to meet both users’ and librarians’ needs, Summon improves the discovery of library collections and additional recommended resources. Leverage robust capabilities through an out-of-the-box interface or an API, flexible customization options and easy-to-use administration tools.

NEW ENHANCEMENTS!

- Enhanced search and relevance ranking delivers superior search results
- New interface customization options improve the user experience
- Subject-term and journal-scoped searches enhances resource discovery
- Course reserves can be searched for and displayed
- Open Athens support introduces new authentication option
- Alma integration and system enhancements increase library productivity

PRIMO

Maximize the exposure of your library collections, and provide students and researchers with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content. Primo seamlessly integrates with a wide range of library and academic systems via open APIs for end-to-end, efficient workflows.

NEW ENHANCEMENTS!

- Enhanced search and relevance ranking delivers superior search results
- New database search, collection discovery and resource recommender features encourage exploration
- Citation export into Leganto enhances course reading lists

ESPLORO – NEW!

Pave the way to greater impact of academic research by maximizing visibility, efficiency and compliance of research activities. Esploro does this by systematically capturing, managing and disseminating research output and data, leveraging library expertise and technology, and seamlessly integrating with the existing research workflows.

KEY FEATURES:

- Captures all research objects and enriches their metadata
• Uses a variety of dissemination channels to make the research objects easily discoverable and accessible
• Unifies and automates research data workflows, replacing siloed, manual processes
• Enables the research office to track publications, monitor compliance and ensure adherence to government and funder requirements
• Measures research impact through relevant KPIs and analysis of cross-institutional activities
• Integrates with third-party academic systems through open APIs

**LEGANTO**

Leganto makes it easy to create, access and manage course resource lists and save costs for students and schools. Instructors can build, maintain and share resource lists that include all material types, librarians can provide resources more efficiently and scale up to support more courses, and students can access all course materials in one place and from any device.

**NEW ENHANCEMENTS!**

• Pay-per-use licensing capabilities to save student and library expenses on unused resources
• Enhanced integration with Alma workflows for faster and easier reading list fulfilment
• Learning effectiveness indications and suggestions
• Enriched analytics dashboard
• Enhanced responsive mobile support

**campusM**

This mobile platform enables educational institutions to deliver services and information to prospective, enrolled and graduating students, as well as other campus audiences, through a high-quality, personalized user experience. campusM offers users a unified experience delivered through native apps and web portals that span a range of academic, administrative, and social activities on campus, such as course schedules, grades, campus maps, library services and information about campus events.

**NEW ENHANCEMENTS!**

• Homepage personalization - allows app users to re-order and prioritize tiles on their home screen
• Deeper integrations with key institutional systems such as Alma, Primo and Office 365
• Enterprise level analytics reporting using Oracle Business Intelligence

**ROSETTA**

Rosetta is now a mature and proven digital preservation solution, serving both as the digital repository backbone for many institutions as a central part of their digital strategy.

**HIGHLIGHTS!**

• Improved images delivery: IIIF Support and new IE viewer
• Search for SIPs during the ingest stage
• Support for Metadata Extractor Script Plugins
• New user interface
• Bulk operations in the technical analyst workbench

**REFWORKS**

RefWorks is an easy-to-learn, accurate and supported reference manager that helps undergrads and PhDs research, collaborate on, organize and write papers.

**Breadth of Add-ins**

Supports and integrates with Google Docs, Dropbox, Office 365, Write-N-Cite, iOS and Android, making it easier for students to access their work on any device.

**Platform Consistency**

Researchers will have the same experience no matter how they access RefWorks, which has a consistent interface and features on every platform. As the only browser-based product, RefWorks makes it easy to share and collaborate; in addition, users can choose among 9 languages all in an easy to navigate UI.

**Content**

Now integrated with Summon, Refworks uses over three billion records to supply the richest metadata for citations. Plus, when RefWorks is used with ProQuest content, researcher workflows are streamlined even further.

**PIVOT**

Pivot® is the most comprehensive resource for global funding sources, coupled with acclaimed scholarly profiles to match financial support to researchers and partners all in one database.

**NEW FEATURES!**

• Internal funding — Administrators now can add their Institution's internal funding into Pivot, allowing users to find both internal funding along with other funding opportunities in the same tool.
New reporting that allows for Admins to pick either “Daily” or “Monthly” date ranges to see usage results displayed numerically and graphically.

Newsletter Feature – An efficient way for administrators to communicate with their researchers and principal investigators by including funding opportunities from their Pivot Curated Lists and Searches. Save time and track and distribute Pivot funding opportunities in one location.

Powerful Integrations:

• InfoReady — create a seamless workflow from funding opportunity discovery to candidate selection.

SYNDETCIS UNBOUND

Enrich your catalog and discovery layer. Syndetics Unbound allows libraries to easily embed information and provide interactive guided discovery directly within existing catalogs. This unparalleled enrichment product delivers a familiar, web-like experience, offering convenient browsing and access to the most expansive coverage of global books and media. Boost interest (and usage) to maximize the value of your collection with catalog enrichment elements including:

• Premium Covers
• Tags
• Summaries
• Book Profiles
• Author Biographies
• Look Inside
• Reading Level
• Next in Series
• Awards
• You May Also Like
• Professional Reviews
• Reader Reviews

*New integrations with Summon, Primo, and Resources for College Libraries!

Syndetics Unbound includes free access to the Book Display Widget, which enables you to create virtual book displays for your library’s web site, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and email newsletters, showing off your library’s collection with eye-catching book covers.

Redesigned to Inspire Novice Researchers

Stress-Free Topic Choice for Novice Researchers

Our new, complete redesign is based on customer and user feedback that selecting a topic is the most stressful research task for students. So we made it easier. Innovative features and enhancements help students discover interesting, approved topics based on current events and issues that matter to them – sparking their curiosity and setting them on the path of a successful research journey.

These include:

• Easy topic selection
• Reliable resources
• Responsive design with workflow integration
• Usability and differentiated learning
JOURNALS ARE ONLY PART OF THE STORY

Simplify discovery of all content types, curated across a comprehensive range of key disciplines, with three foundational resources.

**PROQUEST CENTRAL**

ProQuest Central is the largest multidisciplinary research database available, and 2017 saw it grow even more. Highlights include:

- More than 400 extra scholarly journals in ongoing full text, including:
  - Another 7 titles from Nature Publishing Group including *Nature Climate Change* and *Genetics in Medicine*
  - 30 new titles from Springer Science & Business Media including *Journal of Neuroimmune Pharmacology* and *Language Policy*
  - 18 titles from Cambridge University Press including *Journal of Glaciology* and *History of Education Quarterly*
- Over 50 newspapers in active full text
- Global Breaking Newswires is now part of ProQuest Central, giving access to top newswire services from around the world, including the AP, Dow Jones Industrial News, dpa, AFP, Canadian Press, and others

**ACADEMIC VIDEO ONLINE**

The most comprehensive video subscription available to libraries. It delivers more than 62,000 video titles spanning a wide range of subject areas including anthropology, business, counseling, film, health, history, music, and more. More than 17,000 titles are exclusive to Alexander Street, all with a predictable annual cost.

The massive breadth of content in Academic Video Online makes it a useful resource for all types of patrons, giving libraries a high return on investment.

**ACADEMIC COMPLETE WITH THE BOOK DISPLAY WIDGET**

With coverage across all academic disciplines, this subscription offers a critical mass of approximately 150,000 foundational scholarly ebooks with balanced quantity and quality to improve teaching, learning and research workflow and outcomes. Unlike comparable subscriptions, Academic Complete provides subscribers with a solid base of foundational content designed to drive library usage and return on investment.

**What sets Academic Complete apart?**

- **Unique content from leading publishers.** More University Presses contribute to Academic Complete than any other similar products. And, in the next few years, Academic Complete will be the only aggregated subscription to carry more than 14,000 high-demand, high-use Wiley titles.
- **Tools proven to drive usage,** including the new and improved Book Display Widget, which facilitates promotion of Academic Complete titles or ebooks of your choice from any vendor.
- **Confidence that the books you pay for are most likely to be used.** Titles are hand-selected by on-staff librarians to ensure high-quality and high-demand content is mapped to proven patron demand such as curriculum and graduation rate trending.
- **Patron analytics,** which takes the guesswork out of who is using the library and for what purpose, enabling libraries to balance both budget and patron demand.

In 2017, ProQuest added approximately 16,050 titles to Academic Complete.

learn more at alexanderstreet.com